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1 
INTRODUCTION 
\ , !students and biographers of Milton concur in the opinion 
that his actions were manifestations or an inward conviction 
of a divine calling. This feeling that his w~s a sacred 
mission on earth with a definite f'unct1on to perform constitutes 
I 
what is referred to as Milton's sense of vocatio~ Each writer 
who treats this aspect or Milton's character has his own 
opinion of the influence of this idea on the course of his 
life. All agree, generally, that this idea underlay the 
activity of his youth and early manhood, but when they reach 
the period of his political activity, their opinions become 
widely . divergent. 
A. W. Verity, in his preface to an edition of Paradise 
.!&§!, posed the question: "Should Milton have continued in 
the path of learned leisure?" After citing anonymous critics 
on this point, Mr. Verity conc~uded that the consensus of 
critical opinion is that Milton sacrificed twenty years of 
his life doing work not worth doing and had he continued the 
life of contemplative solitude, another Comus or a loftier 
Lycidas might have been the result.I 
Walter Raleigh, a Milton scholar of some distinction, 
speaks regretfully of Milton's political activity: 
To have Pegasus in harness is bad enough; but 
when the wagon that he draws is immovably stuck in 
the mud, and he himself bespattered by his efforts, 
the spectacle is yet more pitiable.2 
1 A. w. Verity, Milto~ Paradise~, p. xix. 
2 Walter Raleigh, Milton, p. 36. 
2 
Dora Raymond, in her biography of Uilton, speaks of this 
phase as a "perilous trafficking with Providence" in which 
Milton employed ways devious "sometimes to the point of 
appearing iniquitous. 11 3 E. M. Tillyard seems to agree with 
the opinion reached by Mr. Verity: 
When Milton entered politics he was ••• most 
plainly an idealist, a young man with a passion for 
reforming the world ••• but the trend of politics 
ruined his hopes before he could turn them into litera-
ture. Had the promise of Lycidas been fulfilled, had 
his ardour received no untimely check, he might have 
written, perhaps near the date of Areopagitica, a poem 
of hope, whose hero had the power of action without the 
dubious morality of Satan, and the impetus or whose 
verse matched throughout the first two books of Paradise 
~.4 
George Saintsbury, the critic and historian, refers to 
Milton• s life as a trilogy, "the second part of which had 
hardly anything to do with the first, though the third resumed 
and completed it."5 Mark Pattison bewails the period and 
labels it an "episode which fills twenty years and those the 
most vigorous years of mankind." He sums up the ideas which 
seem to prompt the most criticism in this statement: 
So important did he regard this claim that he 
allowed it to overr6de the proposed dedication of 
his life to poetry. 
3 Dora Raymond, Oliver's Secretary, p. 176. 
4 E. M. Tillyard, Milton, p. 112. 
5 George Saintsbury, Qambridge History E.f. English 
Literature, Vol. III; p. 114. 
6 Mark Pattison, Milton, p. 61. 
3 
It is to be readily admitted that Milton's activity 
during this period might appear as a regrettable digression, 
since such activity cannot be supposed to have contributed 
directly to the conscious personal ennoblement which Milton 
sought as a part or his plan. The fact that he gave so much 
time and energy to politics after having announced his 
ambition to produce a work "the world will not willingly let 
die" would cause differences of opinions as to the motives 
which prompted him to this action--action which appears incon-
gruous in the total plan of hi s life. Such consideration 
would raise these questions: Did Milton allow politics to 
override his proposed dedication to poetry? Or did his sense 
of vocation manifest itself in every phase of his action and 
weld the rich and widely varied experiences of his life into 
a unified whole? If the world lost a loftier Lycidas, can it 
not be said to have gained a more sublime Paradise~? 
Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to determine 
whether these critics have judged Milton fairly, or whether 
they have misinterpreted hi s motives. This involves three 
major problems: (1) to present evidence which supports the 
assumption that Milton did have a sense of vocation; (2) to 
draw from Milton's works sufficient indication that this sense 
of vocation was the controlli ng factor of his life; and (3) 
to determine whether his political activity, in the light ot 
these findings, was a phase of divine service, and as such, 
contributed to the consummateness of his ultimate achieve-
ment, Paradise Lost. 
4 
Chapter One 
~ l The sense of vocation which persisted in the poet John 
Milton was the result of inherent and environmental influences, 
educational opportunities and associations, and the cultivation 
of his own aesthetic tastes. I Little is known of his mother, 
____,I 
Sarah Milton, except that she was a kindly woman and was 
known throughout the neighborhood for her charities. His 
father, a scrivener by profession, was a prosperous business 
man and a man of rather unusual culture. He has won recog-
nition in his own right as a composer, and a series of his 
madrigals,~ Triumphs of Oriana, which praised the beauty 
and prudence of the Virgin Queen, found its way into the best 
collections of music of the day. 
The household of the Milton family enjoyed not only 
material prosperity, but some share of the liberal cultivation 
f 
of the arts, especially music. The household was governed 
by a grave Puritanic piety which was the order in respect-
able homes of London of that time. Religious readings and 
exercises in devotion were daily practices of the family and 
serve to show the esteem in which such piety was regarded. 
Milton's father was of a serious disposition and seemed to 
regard religion as the chief concern in life. Such ideas 
were probably imparted to Mil ton consciously through family 
training and unconsciously through the effects of such an 
environment. 
Young Milton was from the first the pride of his parents 
and the object of their most diligent care. This may have 
been caused by his unusual pr ecocity and exceptional physical 
beauty even as a very small boy. From his tenth year, he 
began to exhibit certain t ra its and tendencies which marked 
him as a child of more t han ordinary abilities. It was then 
that his famous portrait a s a child was painted. According 
to his brother, Christopher, he was already a poet. His 
verses were considered mar velous by the family circle, and 
Milton was henceforward brought up deliberately as a man of 
genius. The habit of looking upon himself as possessed of 
unusual talents dates back to his early childhood, and through-
out his life he admits this, not boastingly, but as if it were 
a well known fact. 
From the beginning there was a rare degree of sympathy 
and understanding between Milton and his father. Milton's 
father was thirty-seven years old when his son John was born, 
and when one becomes a parent at this age one is often sus-
ceptible to over-indulgence. In this case, the over-indulgence 
manifested itself in the extraordinary efforts of this father 
to provide the best of educational and cultural opportunities 
for this favored son. As a result, Milton enjoyed the signal 
advantage of growing up in a stimulating atmosphere, surrounded 
by the best or music, art, and literature. Unlike many 
youths of his day to whom culture was but a word before they 
passed to the University, Milton, as a part of his home life, 
had the benefit of broad interests and refinement as well as 
active encouragement toward study and literary pursuits. 
An his personality developed, the characteristic mood 
and disposition of his mind gradually resolved into a deep 
6 
and abiding seriousness. This seriousness seems to have been 
the result of the awakening of dormant tendencies inherited 
from his father which were urged gently on by the ideality of 
the cultural atmosphere. It is quite logical to assume that 
these lines from one of his later works, which the first en-
graver ventured to inscribe under the portrait already 
referred to as having been painted during Milton's tenth year, 
were really written by the poet with some reference to his 
own recollected childhood: 
When I was a child, no childish play 
To me was pleasing; all my mind was set 
Serious to learn and know, and thence to do 
What might be public good, myself I thought 
Born to that end, born to pranote all truth, 
All righteous thingsl 
Milton's father exhibited extreme sensitivity to the 
promise of genius revealed by his son. He set about pro-
viding for him the best training that he could afford. This 
tenure of training began with the engaging of Thomas Young, 
a promising young clergyman, as Milton's tutor. Their 
relationship seems to have been both pleasant and rewarding, .· 
for Milton pays tribute to Young in a later work and credits 
him with having first introduced him to the Greek and Latin 
classics. Young, who was afterwards the well-known Puritan 
leader, doubtlessly inspired his pupil with some of his own 
Puritan tendencies. 
1 Paradise Regained, Book I, 1. 200-206. 
During the same time tha t Thomas Young served him as 
tutor, Milton was attending St. Paul's School. One fact 
7 
here which is of significance in the molding of the poet's 
character was that this school was dedicated to the Boy Jesus. 2 
Monday prayers were designed to impress on students the epi-
sode of Christ in the temple. This adds emphasis to Milton's 
specification of his twelfth year as the beginning of a new 
seriousness: 
From my twelfth year, I hardly ever left my 
nocturnal studies before midnight.3 
And in Paradise Regained, there is a passage thought 
by some biographers to be autobiographical4 in which the 
same idea is expressed: 
Ther efore, above my years, 
The law of God I r ead, and found it sweet; 
Made it my whole delight, and in it grew 
To such perfection that, ere yet my age 
Had measured twice six years, at our great Feast 
I went into the Temple, there to hear 
The teachers .of our law, and to propose 
What might improve my knowledge or their own 
And was admired by all.5 
So it is possible and probable that Milton may have 
found an analogy between his own promise and that of the 
2 James H. Hanford, Milton: ~ .sng_ Statesman, p. 15. 
3 Apology 1.Q Smectymnuus, Works, VIII. 
4 Saurat and Masson have concluded that these lines are 
autobiographical. 
5 Paradise Regained, 1. 206-214. 
/ 
Boy Jesus. Such exemplum, in all likelihood, produced 
dramatic results on a sensitive and able child like Milton. 
The founder of St. Paul's School, John Colet, was one of 
the great Renaissance humanists of Engl.and. The course of 
study which he organized in collaboration with Erasmus and 
Lily, two other great humanists, was to include a renewed 
study of classical languages and literature and the study of 
early Christian writers. In addition to these humanities, 
Milton studied rhetoric and gained a command of Latin. The 
classical and Christian traditions influenced Milton later 
in his choice and treatment of subj ect mat ter; the mastery 
of rhetoric enabled him to control the thought which he com-
municated to the world; and the Latin training provided the 
medium of some of his most scholarly expressions. 
8 
The benefits of suc h excellent cont acts and opportunities 
as Milton found to be hi s are not to be under-estimated, and 
yet there co-exists with al l these a def inite disadvantage 
which had a pronounced effect upon his conduct in life. The 
life he led even in childhood was sheltered and protected 
and did not admit of the ordinary associations of youth. It 
it true that there were children like him at school, but 
there he was a day student only and as such, missed the 
lesson of give-and-take that the experience of boarding-
school offers. He attended St. Paul's by day, profited by 
the day's instruction and r et urned a t night to his own shel-
tered niche in his father's household. 




his father sent him to Cambr idge, and t here he remained until 
he had taken two degrees. At Cambridge he acquired the nick-
name "The Lady of Christ's College," which was given him in 
derision by fellow students and which serves as an attestation 
of his virtuous conduct during his attendance at the Univer-
sity. The force of his character, however, and his superior 
intellectual ability won for him the genuine esteem of his 
seniors. The quality of seriousness which has been pointed 
out as the keynote of his character stood him in good stead 
at the University, for there it showed itself in a marked 
studiousness and a perseverance in graver occupations. His 
awareness of his own special abilities was evident during 
his University years accor ding to an i mpres sion received 
by a contemporary biographer : 
That he, the sa id John Mi l t on • •• was esteemed 
to be a virtuous and s ober6person , ye t not to be 
ignorant of his own parts. 
It was only natural f or a youth who showed such promise 
to have every advantage of education t hat his parents were 
able to afford. It was only natural, also, for such youths 
who enjoyed these advantages to prepare themselves for the 
Church or for the profession of law. The pious tone of 
Milton's family background would almost certainly mark him 
for the Church. He speaks years later, in The Reason Qt. 
6 Anthony Wood, A Selection !!:.Q.m Fasti Oxoniensis, (1691) 
I 
Church Government, of: 
••• the Church to whose service by the inten-
tions of my parents and friends I was destined as a 
child and in my own resol~tions ••• 7 
But still later, in his Second Defense .Q! !.rul English 
People, he says: 
My father destined me while8yet a little boy 
for the study of humane letters. 
10 
These statements, written in retrospect, may be inter-
preted as agreeing in that both admit of the possibility of 
a career in the Church. If the latter expression is thought 
to diverge slightly from the first, then there .is reasonable 
support for the belief that Milton's choice of a career of 
literature and letters was decided in his childhood. What-
ever direction he chose to take, there is ample evidence 
that from an early age Milton received encouragement in his 
literary and intellectual ambitions from older persons. 
History and the national background were not without 
a place in the foundation of Milton's life. He was born 
twenty years after the defeat of the Spanish Armada, eight 
years before the death of Shakespeare, and in the sixth year 
of the reign of King James I . Th~ political and ecclesias-
tical structure which the Tudors had built up had begun to 
show signs of weakening. A country on the verge of a civil 
7 ~ Reason .Q! Church Government, (1642). 
8 Second Defense of the English Peoule, (1654). 
11 
war seemed hardly the place to nurture a genius of such 
sensitivity. But there was the Renaissance. Though, at 
his birth, its influence was on the decline, there remained 
enough of its power to inspire in Milton a love of learning, 
a worship for beauty, and an appreciation for the culture 
of the ages. 
Into such an England, Milton was born and grew to man-
hood. Though the most powerful influences which shaped his 
personality and attitudes are to be found in parental endow-
ment ane his domestic background, t his environment itself 
was reflected in the larger sett ing of his time. And as 
the boy Milton went about hi s daily r outine amid the color 
and pageantry of London , he was beginni.ng, perhaps uncon-
sciously, that long apprenticeship to l i fe which men serve 
who would be poets. 
12 
Chapt er Two 
Christopher Milton asserted, as has been stated, that 
his brother John was a poet at the age of ten years. The 
term poet as applied to him at this time meant, as it often 
does, merely a maker of verses. To Milton, whose whole life 
was dedicated to this type of literature, the term had a 
deeper meaning. The development of Milton's ideas regarding 
poetry deserves attention, for they clarify his belief in the 
necessity of complete dedication for supreme poetical achieve-
ment. 
Of his boyhood verse, only two Psalm paraphrases seemed 
to him to possess sufficient merit to warrant preservation. 
These were published in 1645 in a volume to which was affixed 
a head note affirming that they were "Done by the Author at 
fifteen yeers old." These early poems are possessed of 
beauty and eloquence, though they are not original. According 
to Masson, scholars who have examined this verse have found 
in it strong evidences which suggest the influence of Spenser, 
Sylvester, Du Bartas, and Chaucer.I Milton's use of certain 
stereotyped rhymes and his choice of cadence suggest strongly 
his debt to these poets for his early inspiration. 
It was at Cambridge in his nineteenth year that Milton 
revealed the nature of his interests. He, who had composed 
verse as a mere lad and who wa s gaining a command of the· Latin 
and English languages, felt moved to issue a proclamation--
1 David Masson, Life of Milton, Vol. 1, p. 96. 
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a proclamation designed to inform his friends as to what 
progress he had made and what he was contemplating. Such a 
proclamation Milton made in an English poem which he inserted 
in the midst of a Latin oration delivered before the College 
in the summer of 1628. The poem announced a plan of epic 
magnitude: 
I have some naked thoughts that rove about 
And loudly knock to have their passage out; 
And weary of their place do only stay 
Till thou hast decked them in thy best array; 
That so they may without suspect or fears 
Fly swiftly to this great assembly's ears; 
Yet had I rather if I were to choose 
Thy service in some graver subject use, 
Such as may make thee search thy coffers round, 
Before thou clothe thy fancy with fit sound. 
Such where the deep trans ported mind may soar, 
Above the wheeling poles, and at Hea~en's door 
Look in and see each blissful deity. 
This poem is important for it r evealed Milton's aware-
ness of the divine impuls e within him for which poetry is the 
natural outlet; and, it indicated his idea of the elevation 
of theme with which he f elt this poetry must deal. Thus, he 
voiced a plan of achievement of majestic proportions while 
he was but a youth. Thes e lines indicate the direction of 
Milton's thought, but they do not represent, as yet, a def-
inite choice of a career . 
The occupations and mus ings of his later University 
days, however, seem to point in the direction of a literary 
career. Milton gave evidence in his Prolusiones, especially 
the Seventh, that he had begun to meditate on fame, on an 
2 Vacation Exercise, 1 . 23-35. (July 19, 1628) 
14 
audience to which 1 t rras worthwhile to addr ess himself, and 
on the need of preparation for such address. His Sixth 
Elegy indicated that he favored those poets of the highest 
order who sing of "wars and of heaven ••• and of the abysmal 
realms where barks a savage dog. 113 
In his Letter i.Q ~ Friend , written during this time, 
Milton voiced some apology for his hesitancy in entering the 
Church. He calls it not an "endless delight in speculation" 
but a ''sacred reverence and religious advi sement" that delays 
him, "not taking thought of be ing late, so it give advantage 
to be more fit." 4 He allows the assumption to remain in the 
mind of his friend that when he is r eady to render account for 
the talent which has been entrusted to him, it will be through 
the Church. But the whole t enor of thi s letter implies that 
his ambition is set toward something that the Church in its 
present condition cannot offer . Ther e seems to lurk behind 
this deliberation the i mplication that his eyes are fixed on 
another purpose as yet UI'!r0solved. 
·:i, r The expressions of 1.:11 ton's ~ college days are full 
/ 
of implications of his high regard fo r the --esta~e- of poetry, 
and of his belief in the divine sanc ti on of the true poet: 
Truly the bard is sacred to the gods; he is 
their priest, and both his hear t ana51ips myste-riously breathe the indwelling Jove . 
~ 
3 Sixth Elegy, (Dec E~ber, 1629). 
4 Letter to a Fri e~; . (December, 1631). 
5 Sixth Elegy . 
15' 
He speaks, during this time, of the vineyard in which 
"Christ commandeth all to laborn; he t ells of "that lot. • • 
toward which the will of Heaven leads him." In all, he 
speaks as one increasingly aware of a divine impulse within 
him which urges him to action. This impulse underlay his 
I 
compelling thirst for knowledge: 
For who can contemplate and examine the ideal 
form of things, human and divine ••• unless he has 
a mind saiurated and perfected by knowledge and 
tra-ining? 
Now he sought an outle t for this prophetic calling. By 
the time he left Cambridr; (: ~ at twenty-four, it had become 
clear both to Milton and to his family that he could never 
submit his understandine to the trammels of Church laws and 
doctrine: 
It were sad f or me if I should draw back ••• 
when all men offer thei r aid to help ease and lighten 
the difficult labors of the Church ••• till coming 
to some maturity of years and perc eiving that tyranny 
had invaded the Church, that he who would take orders 
must subscribe slave, and take an oath withal, which 
unless he took with a consc ience that would retch, I 
thought it better to prefer a blameless silence before 
the sacred office of speaking, bought and begun with 
servitude and fors w1:::ar tng.7 
There is in Ad Patrem8 a suggestion that Milton enter-
tained some thought of a career in law, but this, too, seems 
to have been found not suitable to his purposes. There was 
6 Seventh Prolusion, (1631-32). 
7 Reason of Church Government, (1642). 
8 Ag Patrem was a Latin poem addressed to Milton's father. 
only one other vocation t ov,ard which he had evinced an in-
tere~t and that was poe t r:·. And 1 t wa s to poetry that he 
turned: 
It was found t ha t whether aught was imposed on 
me by them that had the overlooking or betaken to of 
mine own choice in English or other tongue, prosing 
or versing, but chiefly this lat ter, the style, by 
certain vital signs i t had, was likely to live.9 
16 
Thus, on the faith of the success of his Latin and Eng-
lish verse, Milton complied with his innate urge and acknow-
ledged his dedication t o t he profession of authorship and 
especially to poetry. 
When he completed his work a t Cambridge and returned to 
his father's house, per haps t he first thing he did was to 
communicate his dec i s i on t o his father. The elder Milton 
was advancing in years and c er tainly still nourishing the 
hope that this son, who had shown so much promise as a child, 
might distinguish himself either in the Church or in the pro-
fession of law. It is to be presumed from the implications 
in the Ag Patrem that t he father showed some disappointment 
at his son's announcement, and that the son found it necessary 
to defend the vocation of his choice. 
His father need not have been disappointed, however, for 
the vocation of poetry as it was interpreted by Milton was 
not inconsistent with the profession of the ministry. The son 
defended his chosen occupation; and his conviction of the 
divine call and the high uti lity of the poet served him to 
9 Reason J2!. Church Government, Works, III. 
good purpose in his defense . Vers e-making was to him that 
lot toward which the wtll of Heaven has led him. 10 He had 
17 
spoken of the poet as " sacred to the gods," and the gift the 
poet enjoys is the "inspjred gift of God, rarely bestowed. 11 11 
-----
Of spontaneity and abandon, which were thought of as charac-
teristic of the poetic nature, there is none; all is moral 
purpose, self-dedication, and divine justification. He tells 
his rather: 
Scorn not the poet's song, a work divine, which 
more than aught els e reveals our ethereal origin and 
heavenly race.12 
Milton's idea of r esponse to his calling was to withdraw 
from society to live the life of the scholarly recluse: 
If, by living mod es t ly and temperately, we 
choose rather to t ame the first impulses of fierce 
youth by reason and preserving constancy in study, 
preserving the heavenly vigour of the mind pure and 
untouched ••• we shall have a vaster and more glorious 
conquest than that of the globe.lJ 
And he admits that "one who is almost wholly secluded 
and immersed in studies is readier to address the gods."14 
He has in mind a plan for his own achievement, and for his 
purposes no education is too prolonged nor is any delay 
10 Sonn~t 2ll his Twenty-third Birthday, (1631). 
11 Reason 91. Church Government. 
12 Ag Patrem, (1637). 
13 Seventh Prolusion. 
14 Ibid. - . 
worth considering twic e: 
It is more prob2ble , therefore, that not the 
endless night of speculat i on, but this very consid-
eration of that great commandment, does not press 
forward as soon may be to undergo, but keeps off 
with reverence and r eligi ous advi sement how best to 
undergo, not taking thought of t etng late, so it 
gives advantage to be more fit. :> 
In further defense of hi s chosen vocation, he tells 
18 
his father that by his devotion to the sister art of music, 
he should be the first t o accept him as a sharer in the gifts 
! 
of the divine Muses.16 
Such was the essenc e of t he argument as delivered to 
the ears of the father who fi rs t recognized and encouraged 
the ability of his son i n the scholarly and artistic life. 
Milton's father was not t~e onl y one who was vexed with his 
decision. His friends thought t his was a scheme of utter 
madness. It seemed to them that the most fruitful years of 
his life were being sacrificed . Diodati, the friend of his 
school years, remonstra t ed with him for his seriousness. 
But you, ext raordinary man, why do you despise 
the gifts or nature? Why inexcusably persist in 
hanging over books and studies all day and all night? 
Live, laugh, make the most of youth and the hours. 
And cease studying the zeals and recreations and 
indolences of f~e wise men of old, wearing yourself 
out the while. 
15 Letter~. ~ Friend ~ 
16 Ag Patrem. 
17 Second Letter f!.Q!!J Diodati !Q Milton, (Undated). 
19 
Other poets and men of letters, who produced their works 
with spontaneity, had set the pattern for the prevailing be-
lief that those with creative abilities must plunge themselves 
into their work as early as possible. Milton had written 
several poems of spontaneous nature during his college days: 
viz.,~ Nativity .Q.g£, On~ Death of a Fair Infant, and 
The Passion. But, when he left Cambridge , he wrote that in 
an age of precocious maturit ies, 11:rfiy own late spring no bud 
/ 
or blossom sheweth. ul8 'Ihis indicated that he did not recog-
nize anything that he had written as even the bud of what he 
intended to do in poetry. 
It may be that Milt on' s father voiced some disapproval 
of this plan, but he did not force upon his son the choice of 
other professions whic h no doubt would have pleased the father 
more. Milton attests to t his : 
Though you pretend to dislike the tender Muses, 
I think you do not rE,o.lly dislike them, for you did 
not, father, bid me go, where the opportunities for 
gain are easier and the1golden hope of amassing 
riches shines steadily. ~ 
Fortunately, the elder Milton showed his usual sympathy 
and understanding for his son's welfare and conceded amicably. 
This decision was of major importance in the poet's life. 
Had his father not agreed t o his proposal and consented to 
furnish him with support dur ing his period of apprenticeship 
18 Sonnet £n .hi.§. Twentv-third Birthday. 
19 Ag Patrem. 
20 
then Milton would have had to provide fo r his own liveli-
hood. This would have left little time for study and for 
the solitude required for contemplati on. But this task did 
not fall to the poet's lot, for his father made possible · the 
withdrawal to Horton where for five years, Milton enjoyed 
retirement and communion with nature and with books. 
The poem Ag Patrern was Milton's expression of gratitude 
to the father who had made the realization of his dream pos-
sible. Most of all, Milton is grateful that his father did 
not fail him in his last request, which was to be the next 
and most important step in his plan. The years at Horton 
are to be the final phas e of his conscious moral and intel-
lectual architecture. The closing lines of the poem are a 
hymn of exultation in whj_ch Milton rejoices over the oppor-
tunity which lies befor e him. Now he need not be 11 lost in 
the obscurity of the stupid crowd." He is now become "one 
of the company of scholars" and may "take a seat in the midst 
of the ivy and laurel wreaths of the victors." 
21 
Chapter 'l.'hr ee 
It is evident, then , that by the time Milton left the 
University, he had determined on two things. For one, he 
had determined that he was to be not only a poet but a great 
poet, and for another, that in order to be a great poet, the 
most careful and elaborat e preparation of the intellect and 
of the character was essent iai. \ /~e felt himself called to 
divine service, and his medium of expression was to be 
poetry. This belief is manifested again and again through-
/ 
out Milton's life; it is the guiding-star that shines clear 
and steadfast through every phase of his action and his 
thought J 
Once Milton had dedicated himself to poetry, he laid . 
out his plan. Carefully and deliberately, he designed his 
life as though he had an eternity before him. Few men in any 
profession ever deliberately set for themselves such a plan 
and ever labored more diligently to qualify themselves for 
a vocation. At the point where others complete their edu-
cation, Milton began his . College seemed but the prelude; 
the real study was to come in the quiet of meditative soli-
tude: 
I have experi enced nothing more nutritive to 
my genius and conservative of its good health ••• 
than a learned and l iberal leisure.I 
For this purpose, Milton withdrew with his father to 
the little village of Horton. Here the unbroken solitude 
1 Letter 1Q ~ Friend. 
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and tranquillity of environment provi ded t he ideal atmosphere 
for poetical meditation. In Hor ton, Mil ton spent five years 
and ·eight months. During t his time, he read and meditated, 
freed from the restraints and obligations of society. The 
withdrawal of the young poet to this life indicated that he 
had come to the full realization of his calling as a poet 
and had set himself to the purpose of acquiring the necessary 
preliminary training. As his was a character most notably 
devoid of hypocrisy, t he pers onal account he gives in his 
letters, pamphlets, and other of hls writings is the more valu-
able in the delineation of his plan. Especially is this true 
of~ Reason of Church Government and The Second Defense .Qf 
.2f. the English People, t wo pamphlets writ ten in later years 
which furnish much of t he autobiography of this period. 
The fact that he withdrew so completely from society 
may suggest to some obs ervers an ideality of temperament which 
would make solitude agreeable to such an unusual personality. 
But Milton is careful to explain that "studious retirement" 
is not dreaming; it is part ly a form of self-sacrifice for 
there is against it "a much more pot ent and inbred inclination 
which about this time of a man's life solicits most--the 
desire of a home and fami l y of his own . 112 Milton was no demi -
god, but a human being who had the emot i onal make-up of any 
normal young man of his a ge . But in spi te of these emotional 
stirrings he had, also, the courage to follow the dictates of 
his reason. 
2 Letter 12 ~ Friend. 
At Horton, Milton spent his time in intellectual pur-
suits which followed a pl an of his own choosing. "On my 
father's estate," he says, "I enjoyed an interval of unin-
terrupted leisure, which I entirely devot ed to the study of 
Greek and Latin authors."3 It s ays much for the poet that 
he was sustained through this period by the hope of an 
accomplishment worthy of immortality. He~confided this to 
his friend, Diodati, perhaps in reply to an interrogation: 
You make inquir i es as to what I am about? 
What am I thinking of? Why, with God's help of 
immortality! Forgive the words 1 I only whisper 
it in your ear. Yes, I am pluming my wings for 
a flight. 4 
These few lines give but a hint of the task that the 
poet had undertaken. For some poets, Milton felt it would 
be ·no disqualification to be inspired by Venus or Bacchus. 
But for such as he as pi red to be, i t was different: 
The poet who sing s • • • of heaven ••• that 
poet should live s paring l y and should find in 
herbs his simple food. Let him dr ink only sober 
draughts from a pure spring . Let him have in 
addition, a youth chast e and free f rom evi1, 5un-compromising stand ards, and s t ainl ess hands. 
It was Milton's ambition t o be a poet of this order, 
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not merely a poeta (maker of ve rs es) but a vates (an inspired 
singer or prophet). Such words, vo icing these high ideals 
3 Second Defense of the English People. 
4 Letter 12 Diodat i, (September , 1637). 
5 Sixth Elegy. 
quite befit the Milton who was referred to as the "Lady of 
Christ's College" because of his virtuous conduct. 
Learning is the means by which the poet prepares him-
self, Milton believed, for: 
The end of learning is to repair the \ruins 
of our first parents by regaining to know God aright 
and out of this knowledge to love him, to imitate 
him as we may the nearest by possessing our souls 
of true virtue which being united to the heavenly 
grace of faith, makes up the highest perfection.6 
Love of learning, then, is no idle curiosity, no empty 
chase of shadows and notions, but a very definite means to 
action &nd to the pursuit of the "solid good flowing from 
due and timely obedience to that command in the gospel. 117 
\.\ (Milton speaks ~rt'oor in ,~tesr of his writings of the 
\. 
poet as being possessed of knowledge, virtue, and religion. 
He must cherish a "pure mind in a pure body." His soul 
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should contain the "perfec t shape." To t his is added "indus-
trious and select reading , steady obser vation, and insight 
into all seemly and gener ous arts and affa irs. 11 8 ) 
As regards poetry, Milton believed tha t poems raised 
"from the heat of youth or vapours of wine," such from the 
pen of "ignorant poetast ers who, having scarce ever heard 
of that which is the main consistance of a true poem," were 
6 Of Education, Works IV. 
7 Letter lg a Friend. 
8 Reason .Qf Church Government. 
in his eyes treachery to t he poet's hi gh vocation. The 
poet is to be a kind of t eacher, divinely inspired, for 
his people: 
These abilities of the poet are the inspired 
gift of God; and a r e of power beside the office of 
a pulpit to inbreed and cher i sh in a great people 
the seeds of virtue and public civility, to allay 
the perturbations of t he mind ••• to celebrate in-
glorious and lofty hymns the throne and equipage 
of God's almightiness. 9 
Hence, the sacredness of the poet's office will permit 
only of that poetry which is the result of a rounded circle 
of study enriched by contemplation of things divine. Only 
in this manner can a poet produce a work worthy of his 
high calling. 
The fact that Milton did not suppress his own early 
poetry but deliberately perpetuated it does not indicate 
any failure in judgment or any wavering in his requirements 
of perfection. From the fi rst he is as rigorous with his 
poetry as he is with the conduct of his own life. He knew 
the measure of his progress with almost unerring sureness. 
To the Passion, a poem of his early years, he had affixed 
a headnote explaining that the work was unfinished because 
the subject was "beyond the yeers that the Author had" and 
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later at Horton, he informed Diodati that "my Pegasus has not 
yet enough feathers to soar aloft in the fields of air." The 
industrious leisure of his youth, the dreams of great accom-
9 Reason S2f. Church Government. 
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plishments, and his early at tempts at vers e were regarded by 
Milton as "the delight f u! t~ t ermis sions whi ch lent variety 
to the hours spent in mentn l discipl ine and in the continual 
plodding without which no great good can be done. 11 10 
Out of the depth of thi s knowledge, meditation, and con-
templation, the character Milton sought to ennoble began to 
emerge. It was not long af ter when he expressed the con-
firmed opinion that: 
He who would not be frustrate of his hope to 
write well hereaft er in laudable things, ought him-
self to be a true Poem. that is a composition and 
pattern of the best and honorabiest things, not pre-
suming to sing high praises of heroic men or famous 
cities unless he ha ve in himself the experience and 
practice of all that wh ich is praiseworthy.11 
Like all men of orderly mind, Milton recognized the 
importance of motive and of persistence and steadfastness of 
purpose. There must be no doubt , no turning back. The 
eccentricity commonly associated with genius and its products 
had no place in his plan. One must persevere though he 
perish in the attempt. To be a true poet, a man must live 
the good life. 
So unwavering and relentless wa s Milton in his beliefs 
that Masson concludes that the preconceived notion of poetic 
character applied to him would, if true to theory, reveal 
him to be basically too solid and too immovable, with aims 
10 Tetrachordon, Works, IV. 
11 Reason .Q! Church Government . 
too fixed and firm to pe~mit that he should have been a 
poet at all.12 His vir tues and wha t some may deem his 
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faults stem from the i nter.sity of hi s devotion to high ideals. 
From such intensity of devotion there evolves an egoism which 
serves as a natural express ion of hi s intellectual capabili-
ties. Lack of such egol sm would have diminished the passions 
and resolves which serve t o inspire hi s purpose. Chosen of 
God as he believed himself t o be, he conducts himself as one 
whose projects and beli efs a re underwrit ten by divine approval. 
In · the light of his nobl e egoism, he interprets all misfor-
tunes which befall him in life as evi dences of God trying 
the faith of his elect servant : 
This three years day these eys, though clear 
To outward view, of blemi s h or of spot; 
Bereft of light t hir seeing have forgot, 
Nor to thir idl e or bs doth sight appear ••• 
Yet I argue not 
Against heavns ha yd or wil l , nor bate a jot 
Of heart or hope; ~3 
And the Second Defen.::t">: echoes the same conviction of 
divine favoritism: 
And, indeed , i n r.1y blindness , I enjoy in no 
inconsiderable degree the favor of the Deity, .who 
regards me with mor e tenderness and compassion in 
proporti92 as I am a ble to behold nothing but 
Himself.I 
The years at Horton wer e crowned by the final touch 
12 Masson, .212• ~. , Vol . 1, p. 312. 
13 Sonnet !Q Cyriack Ski nner. 
14 Second Defense of t he English Peoole. 
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to his preparation for his career- -his trip abroad. He 
was perhaps the last Englishman to go abroad, after the 
fashion of his day , in the s pirit of the early Renaissance--
that is with dignity and purpos efulness.15 On his tour of 
the Continent, he courted the higher types of experiences, 
seeking out distinguished scholars with whom he might ex-
change culture--cornmunicating his own, observing and 
appraising theirs. He suggested this idea of liberal 
study through travel in the Third Prolusion: 
To study all the c ountr i es of the world and 
to visit them, to scan the places trodden by heroes 
of old, to traverse to t he regions glorified in the 
tales of the famous poet s •• • next, to observe the 
manners of men and t he national governments that 
have been fairly ordered and the1ge to investigate 
the nature of all livi ng things . 
The experience did much to confirm Milton's own sense 
of belonging to that aristocracy of the intellectually elite 
who maintained their sphere of influence against the stress 
of matters of less exalted interest. There is to be noted 
a strengthening of the poet's belief in his own literary 
capacity and a new impetus of ambition resulting from the 
encouragement of his continental friends, who received his 
compositions with so much enthusiasm that: 
I began thus to as sent both to them and divers 
of my friends here at home--that I might perhaps 
leave something so written to after times, as they 
15 Hanford, .Q.Q. cit ., p. 39. 
16 Third Prolusion. 
should not willingly let it die.17 
Milton was handsome, brilliant, of more than modest 
means, and much sought after . It mi ght have been expected 
that he was tempted, while abroad, to pursue the follies of 
youth. But, as the passage from the 1.h]..rd Prolusion suggests, 
he went abroad primarily as a poet, susceptible to new im-
pressions from which to draw later inspirations. He returned 
with renewed confidence in his own ambitions and with a 
sense of sanction for the chastity which served him in good 
stead. These are his words: 
In all places in which vice meet s with so 
little shame, I never once deviated from the paths 
of integrity and virtue , and perpetually reflected 
that though my conduct might escape no8ice of men, 
it could not elude inspection of God.l 
When Milton returned to England in the summer of 1639, 
it was with the idea tha t his period of preparation was over. 
His character as a poet and as a man had been painstakingly 
developed in accord with the standards that he had set for 
himself. The sense of vocation which inspired his plan of 
development had resolved his life and his desired achieve-
ment into one inseparable unit. The factors and experiences 
which prepared him to execute his gr eat work, prepared him, 
also, for manhood. 
The Milton who emerged from the Horton period and from 
17 Second Defense of the Englis h Pe oole. 
18 llli• 
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the foreign journey had yet to try his wings. He had plumed 
them but he had not used them for flight. He was a man of 
virtue, temperance, chastity, firmness of purpose, ambition, 
reverence, and intellect. These things have been revealed. 
As yet there is only indirect evidence of the force which 
his sense of vocation exerted on his act ions and expressions. 
It is there in his personality, but it has yet to assert it-
self. When he lifts his voice, shall it not be said that 
his words were inspired by his sense of divine service? 
These facts, if borne in mind, will make more compre-
hensible the next and perhaps rr.ost controversial phase of 
Milton's career. Justification of this phase can be attempted 
only through careful analys is of the motives which prompted 
it. To be deserving of a place in the perfect structure of 
Milton's life, it must show itself to ce inspired by this 
same sense of divine service. 
/ 
Milton curtailed hi s f oreign j ourney because of the 
threatening state of home politics and because: 
I thought it base to be traveling for amusement 
abroad while my fellow citizens were fighting for 
liberty at home.I 
He had been absent from England for eighteen months, 
and during this time the aspect of public affairs had grown 
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ominous. The issues of the controversy were so pervasive 
that it was almost i mpos s i ble for a ny educated man who under-
stood them not to range hims elf on a s i de. So Milton rushed 
back to England, presumably t o engage in the struggle. 
Once back in Engl a nd ~ however, he di d not plunge into 
the fray. In fact over a year and a half elapsed before 
he made his first ges tvre of publi c service. During this 
. time, he had secured for himself a house and had engaged 
in "literary pursuitstt whi le : 
I calmly awa i t ec the issue of t he contest, 
which I trusted to the wise conduc t of Providence 
and the courage of t he English pe opl e.2 
That these "liter ary pur suits" concerned the projected 
plan of his great epic , i s confirmed by a manuscript at 
Trinity College in Milton 's own handwriting, whi ch shows 
his activity during t hese years on the design of his con-




The end of this period f ound Milton engrossed in the 
political situation which had called him back from his travels. 
He entered the struggle thinking, no doubt, that his part 
could be played in a few years. He could not have foreseen 
that having once declared hi mself, there would be no turning 
back for the next twenty years. All his powers were about 
to be tested in furious action, in real experience. 
There existed in England at this time two great parties 
which had divided the country, the Puritan party which had 
been developing since t he time of Eli zabeth, and the i:arty 
of the King (and the Bishops ). The par t y of the King leaned 
toward the Catholic ideal and insisted that ecclestical dis-
cipline was the essence of r elig i on and t hat the basis of the 
Church was the apostolic succes s ion. The Puritans felt that 
they could not exist in safety, side by side with a church 
whose principles were based on apostolic succession. The 
Puritan ideal, based on domination of soul over flesh, the 
mastery of one's self and justice in public life, seems to 
have represented a generous vision that attracted some 
England's noblest minds. Even the most moderate men who 
professed satisfaction with the progress made by the reform 
movement trembled at its insecurity. But the sublime hope 
of the great Puritan party was to suppress what they felt to 
be tyranny, both political and eccl estical, and to conduct 
their country ·on a r a t ional ba s i s in harmony wit h the will 
of God. 
Milton, as one of t~e country's noblest minds, shared 
the hope of the Puri ta r:. ::i" "le found in the Puri tan cause 
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many of the things in wl:ic h he believed . He felt in himself 
a great power that was to weigh heavily in the destiny of the 
Church and of the count ry; and he felt that he was capable 
of real and decisive ac tt on. Besides his high idea of him-
self, he has a ·high idea of the English people. They are, 
he believed, chosen of Goe t o defend truth: 
The pleasing pursuit of these thoughts hath often-
times led me into a ser ious question with myself, how 
it should come to pass that England (having had the 
grace and honour f ::-cm God, to be the fir st that should 
set up a standard i'or t he recovery of lost truth, and 
blow the first evangel ic trumpet to the nations ••• ) 
should not be last and most unsettled in the enjoyment 
of that peace •• • yet methinks the precedence which 
God gave this is land] t o be first restorer of buried 
truth, should have been followed with more success.3 
But this is not the f irst time that God has shown special 
favor toward the English people: 
Now once again by all concurrence of signs ••• 
God is decreeing to begin some new and great period 
in his church, what does he then, but reveal him-
self to his servants, and as his manner is, first 
to his Englishmen. 4 
It seemed then, that the will of God was that truth 
should be restored to earth and this task had been delegated 
to the English people. Milton , who believed himself chosen 
of God to execute a divine mission on earth, found it his 
3 Q! Reformation, Works, II. 
unique privilege to advance God's cause on behalf of His 
chosen people. 
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The response was mo :r·e than wil1ingness, it was urgency. 
It is one thing to cher :ish a purpos e born, in part, of one's 
own consciousness of mo:r ,~ than ordinary powers. It is another 
to be touched with the fire that makes, for good or ill, with 
or against one's will , a prophet, burdened with a message to 
be delivered, cost what it may : 
But when God c orrJ11c. nds to take the trumpet, and 
blow a dolorous or 8 ja rring blast, it lies not in 
man's will what he sh:.:: 11 say or wha t he shall conceal. 
If he shall think to be silent because of the reproach 
and derision he met s.r!.. th daily . • • he would be fore' t 
to confess as Jerer:1iah confest , 'His word was weary in 
my heart, as a burning fire in my bones.' I was weary 
with forbearing and could not stay.~ 
Milton could not , t hen , have desi sted in political parti-
cipation, for his Mas ter command ed him to speak, and he was 
left no choice. 
In his political writings, Milton defended the liberties 
of Englishmen. "I perceived, 11 he said, 11 tha t there were 
three species of liberty whi ch are essential to the happiness 
of social life--relig1.ous , domest ic, and civil. 11 6 Virtue he 
held to be the only source of political and individual free-
dom, for liberty "hath a sharp and double-edge fit only to 
be handled by just and virtuous men."7 His attacks were 
5 Reason£!. Church Government. 
6 Ibid. 
7 .Il?l..g. 
directed less against particular abuses t han against the 
deep-seated errors on which a lmos t all these abuses were 
founded--a servile wors hip of men i n high places who lacked 
the necessary virtue and aga inst the irrational dread of 
innovation. 
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With regard to rel i giou s liberty, Milton seemed to feel 
that his chief concern la:/ in that direction: 
I saw that a way wa s opening for the establish-
ment of real liberty ; that the f oundation was laying 
for the deliverance of mankind fr om the yoke of 
slavery~ •• I perceived that if I ever wished to be 
of use, I ought at least not to be wanting to my 
country, to the church, and to so many or8my fellow 
Christians in a crisis of so much danger. 
He attacks the prelates in the Reason .2f Church Govern-
ment, charging them wi t h being ins truments of tyranny and 
with using the Gospel as a weapon ~gainst liberty. In the 
defense of civil liberty Milton wrote his famed Areonagitica 
to urge the necessity of t he freed om of the press. Domestic 
liberty he advocated in 2 s eries of pamphlets setting forth 
the need for new laws on divorce . In the course of his 
public service, Milton f o~nd occasion to defend all of the 
liberties which he held as essential to the happiness of 
social life. In his wr i t i ngs, and in his service for the 
Commonwealth, he adhered t o his dedicated purpose of carrying 
forward the work of liberation. 
In his years of pu1)lic service, Milton heard the arguments 
8 Reason !2f. Church Government. 
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in Council and knew the spe0~hes o; ~~b~3 sadors . He saw 
noble intentions corrupted through ambition and he saw 
other evidences of the s truggle between good and evil in man. 
He, who had lived the l ife apar t, l earned his lesson of life 
and of human nature, gained an insight into man's motives 
and emotions, and grasped an insight int o the broader issues 
of the human struggle--~1 1 of which could be imparted only 
through commerce with the worl d . The years in political 
life might have destroyed a weaker man, and the failure of 
marriage might have dis i l lusioned him. Rather, such adver-
sities seemed to strengthen Milton. His metal received from 
the shock of public contact the temper it seemed to need. 
Active service inured t he will of t he idealist. 
Milton's defense of liberty had been heard throughout 
the world. He had extolled the cause of justice and right 
in all the places where ~en were lovers of liberty. His 
voice had thundered t hrough the rea lms i n prose as lyrical 
and moving as music , never letting the world forget that 
he was first a poet, then a patriot, but above all a work-
man in the service of God : 
If the writer now for haste snatches up a 
plain ungarni s hed Dresent for so many late deliver-
ances, the time wil l come when God has settled peace 
in the Church and r '1 r:'.1teous jud gment in the kingdom 
and then the poet wi l l take up a harp, and sing thee 
an elaborate Song to generations.9 
9 Animadversions , ~orks , III . 
He who had propagated truth was rewarded with the 
ennoblement of character whi ch expanded him to the stature 
necessary for the epic poet. The mighty deeds that he had 
witnessed, with God's help, he is to dignify. The experi-
ences through which he had passed added the qualities which 
he needed. 
In various passages of his writings, Milton had listed 
certain qualities which he considered as prerequisites of 
the epic poet. These qualities were in addition to those 
which he had already acquired in his preparation for the 
vocation of poetry--qualities which the secluded life did 
not provide. In one instance, he is careful to specify as 
a necessary of the ideal poet, ''an insight into all seemly 
and generous arts and affairs." And in another he suggests 
that a poet should be: 
A composition of the best and honourablest 
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things; not presuming to sing high praises of heroic 
men, or famous cities, unless he have in himself the 
experiences and practices of all that is praiseworthy.IO 
The epic poet, then, must have ·experience and practice, 
and an insight into all seemly arts and affairs. These were 
the attributes which only the give-and-take of life could 
add; they were the elements of charact er that came only from 
the maturity of a useful and fruitful life . Without them, 
Milton did not feel worthy or able to execute his great work. 
That he was fully aware of this, he a ssur ed his readers: 
10 All Apology for Srnectymnuus. 
Neither do I think it shama to covenant with 
any knowing reader that for some few years yet, I 
may go on trust with him toward the payment of what 
I am now indebted as being a work not to be raised 
from the heat of youth.11 
And for this reason, Milton went "on trust" for many 
years in defense of political and religious ideals which 
were to him most "praiseworthy .. " 
For Milton, there was no decision to be made regarding 
this step f ( !Jis sense of di vine servic e had •-s'-O completely 
(- '}- } ).._ ~ "'-
unified his life and his purpose tJm:-t they functioned as a 
single unit. He did no t turn away f rom poetry into political 
,"\ \,. --·-·-· ,.. > \, ,.,_, : ./ ' 
service( but in the light of this control ling impulse, the 
defense of liberty became a phase of divine service, He had 
performed the service v1hich was most urgent and to which the 
command of God first led him . The political pamphlets did 
not represent his choice of a medium: 
I should not c hoose this manner of writing, where-
in knowing myself inf erior to another task, I have 
the use, as I may account, but of my left hand.12 
But when this service is done and the cause successfully 
defended, then Milton feels t hat God will reward him by in-
spiring him to sing hi s "hymn to genera t i ons." 
So completely wa s Milton's life a perfect entity, and 
so wholly had his cha r ac ter merged with his purpose, that 
11 Reason£! Churc h Government, (1642). 
12 Ibid. 
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the things that prepared him for one prepared him for the 
other. From public service he gained a knowledge of the 
mutability of human nature and of the devious ways into 
which justice and right are often forced by men. This know-
ledge fortified him so that he was able to bear nobly the 
misfortunes of life which fell to his lot. This same know-
ledge reinforced him and strengthened his style to suit the 
greatness of his conception. It had occurred to Milton th2t 
he would not be capable of his great epic until this unity 
of character and purpose ha•"' beeYi achi eved : 
And it was not long aft er , when I was confirmed 
in this opinion, that he who would not be frustrate 
of his hope to writ e well hereafter in laudable 
things, ought himself to be a true poem.13 
Public service had been the test--the necessary test 
for his ideas and for hi s character. From it Milton emerged 
victorious, prepared to r ea p the harvest of his labors. 
From the struggles in which he vindicated human liberty, 
Milton turned not back to poetry but forward, a character 
forged into the perfect mora l and poetical structure and 
raised to the dignity of his address. Out of the chaos of 
memories, of imaginings, of pensive thoughts on present 
events, there formed the outline of his epic with his hero 
shaped on God Himself. He dared to justify the ways of 
God to man, and who is wort hier to perform the task than 
one who labors by divine appointment, has kept the faith, 
13 An A'oology for Smectypmuus . 
and who has been reward ed with divine inspiration? 
And chiefly Thou, 0 Spirit, who dost prefer 
Before all temples, the upright heart and pure, 
Instruct me for Thou knows't; Thou from the first 
Wast present, and, with mighty wings outspread 
Dove-like satst broodinI on the vast Abyss 
And mad'st it pregnant: 4 
In admonition, Milton turned to the English people 
bidding them persevere in the state of liberty which they 
had achieved: 
If after such dis play of courage and vigor, 
you relinquish the path of virtue, if you do any-
thing unworthy of yourselvesicposterity will sit 
in judgment on your conduct. / 
Milton had fulfill ed the function in a manner worthy 
of God's sanction. He stands now ready to interpret for 
the world the deeper vision of spiritual truth which is to 
be the climax of his labors in the Master's vineyard. 
14 Paradise 1.£§.!, Book I, 1. 17- 22. 
15 Areopagitica, (1644). 
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Chn ".:i t t-.: :' ? i ve 
The Restoration of 1660, occasioning the sudden in-
version of the positions of the two parti es in the English 
nation, brought about much individual ha rdship. The heroic 
age of England passed away wit h the downfa ll of the Protec-
torate whose cause Mi l ton :-ia d defend ed. But sue h were the 
fortunes of war, the nec essAry consequences of party ascen-
dancy. The political change had an obvious effect on the 
life and fortunes of the poe t, John N"ilton. 
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As a partisan, he was necessarily involved in the down-
fall of his party. He lost, first of all, his Latin Secre-
taryship. And for a while, he was in danger of losing his 
life as well. But the pers ona l danger, the loss of his 
savings, and even the l os~ of his sight were far outweighed 
by the shock which his illo ra l nature felt from the loss of 
all the hopes and aspi ra tions ·wh ich had nourished his soul. 
It was not merely the def ~a t of his pa rty; it was the wreck 
of the principles and id .? .;1. l.s for which Milt on had fought 
so zealously for more tnan t~e nty yeRrs . Others might 
compensate their loss es by tra nsferring their services and 
their loyalties to the restored monarch, but not Mi.lton. 
He had embarked on the Puritan cause n ot only from intellec-
tual convictions but wit~ all the passion and force of his 
nature. The cause he serv .:;d :iad enga ged his whole person-
ality, for the beliefs he defended we ::.·e a part of the pattern 
of his life. It was i nc ~nceivable t~at he could accommodate 
himself to the new era or compr omise with the cause now 
in power. He took the only course open to him, turned his 
thoughts away from the pol i t ical dis as t er, turned them 
again to the Muse who had his first allegiance. 
It was in this moment of overthrow that Milton became 
truly great. He stood alone in the f ace of defeat in the 
causes upon which he had staked his all. Everything he 
had fought for and hoped for was destroyed. The king had 
returned. The bishops were restored. Moral excellence 
had become a jest. His theories of education and divorce 
were treated with scorn, and even the press was overwhelmed 
by a new censorship. 
Amid this general destruction of the things he held 
as worthy and sacred, Milton drew himself up in lonely 
majesty and poured forth his great soul in a supreme monu-
ment to his genius. This Y:l. lton , blind: gout-ridden, and 
berated by his enemies, freed his s o~l f r om the s hackles of 
life by daring to sing of immortality~ 
There is a certain heroic magnitude in this action. 
Twenty years before, he had put a side hi s literary pursuits 
with this promise: 
When God has settled ••• righteous judgment 
in the kingdom •• • then the poet will take up a 
harp and sing t hee an elaborate hymn to generations.l 
1 Animadversions, (July, 1641). 
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Resolutely, he had postponed his poetic ambitions to 
serve what he believed to be the more urgent call. He had 
weathered adversity a~j t r i a l which had sobered his faith 
but had not broken his s p :~ri. t . The sternness which gave 
him the courage to face dEfea t developed the final phase of 
his character. From that struggle which was so bitter to 
his heart he drew the very substance of Paradise Lost. The 
sublimity of this work i s d~rectly traceable to the quality 
of the soul which gave it origin . 
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Milton had conceived his poem at the age of thirty-two, 
and his ripened judgment at fifty only approved a selection 
made in earlier days--days of bright hope. He chose to 
treat a Biblical subj ect , for he s ought a combination of 
ideas which no other subject could offer. So from the 
book of Genesis he took t he narrat ive of the Fall of Man 
and proceeded after his own fashion to wri te his epic. To 
write on a scheme so grandiose was to recall all the activity 
of his life: Italy, the solitude of Horton, his hasty and 
ill-fated marriage, his life's contention for liberty. In 
a new medium and with a deepened conviction, Milton worked 
still for the future. 
Just as Virgil in hi s story cf Aeneas was able to em-
body the past and future grea tness of Rome, so Milton, basing 
his work on a few verses of Genesis and incorporating in 
it the vast resources of his learning, his taste, and his 
experiences, ~lso crea ted a myth characteristic of the 
English nation. He committed his idea s on trifold liberty, 
religious, civil, and doDestic, t o a med ium best fitted for 
their preservation. Here t hey would rema in for all ages. 
Time could not take away t hA ir power nor mar their luster. 
He had used the Scriptures t o sustain his political argu-
ments. Now he used t herr: t o convey t hose conceptions of his 
own which seemed to merj.t ir:'.mortali ty. 
~- r -S) "·\~p~~~,~;~~e Lost did not depend only on its moral purpose 
I 
for its fame, for it ha ~ other qualities of grandeur, any 
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one of which may have secured f or it a place among the im-
mortals. I The greatnes s of the c onc eived i dea is deserving of 
comment. Milton sang of Lucifer's adventu res in ambition 
and of Lucifer's great fal l . He walk ed wi th Adam in the 
Garden of Eden and he hea r d the angel Ga br iel narrate the 
Creation. He told of t he great battle of t he Empyrean 
where mountains were hurled at err ing angels. He probed 
the horrors of Hell; wi nged the uncharted deep by Satan's 
side ; and, ventured, f inal Jy t o t he thr one of God. In 
all t his, Milton has grasped the ver y essence of human 
thought. The poet' s transcendant fli ght into t he realm of 
supreme poetic beauty gives t he work a qua lity of excellence 
which conforms to the hi ghest standard s to which man can 
aspire. There were men in Engl and, at tha t time, who 
hungered for just such dignity of thought and nobility of 
phrase. It was to thi s auc i ence , "fi t though few," that 
Milton chose to address himself . 
· / / In setting about to compose Paradise Lost, Mil ton 
regarded himself not as an author but as a medium, the 
mouth-piece of "that Eternal Spirit who can enrich all 
utterance and all knowledge. 0 He equals himself with: .:.r· 
.;>, 
Blind Tharnyris and blind Maenides, 
And Teresias and Phineas, prophets old.2 
As he equals them in mi sfor t une - bli ndness - he would 
rival them in function. As a prophet he i s to utter God's 
truth which shall pass his lips--lips w~i ch have been 
hallowed by the touch of sacred fire . 
Paradise ~ corr:1:' ined the opposi te virtues of two 
distinct periods of Milt on's deve loprn e~t--the daring imagi-
nation and fresh emotional play of ea r l y manhood with the 
exercised judgment and cha stened t aste of ripened years. 
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Such a sublimity as he ac hieved could have proceeded only 
from a mind and character that had something of true nobility. 
The word "Miltonic" has come to be synonymous with sublimity. 
It is such a sublimity which 1n Paradise~ bears the 
reader aloft on wings of mus ic which seems to emanate from 
the fabled celestial spheres. No r es ponding chord of the 
intellect, moral or aes t heti c, remains untouched. To the 
nature endowed with the true r ece ptive gift, it will command 
an appreciation as one of the rare 'Horks of human genius 
whose beauty and power i s inexhaustibl e . 
To read Paradise Io s_t, t hen, is to r ealize how J{ilton 
2 Paradise Lost, Book I II, 1. 35-36. 
imposed a majestic order on the tumultuous confusion of 
human speech and knowledge. To r ead its author's life is 
to realize how a strong man's will moulded a world of ad-
verse circumstances so that affliction and defeat are made 
the very instruments by which he became that which he had, 
from the beginning, chosen for himself to be. The courage 
and tenacity of purpose with which he undertook his great 
work in spite of all that beset him will always command 
the admiration and respect of mankind. 
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:~ r --Mil ton w~ ~ ~~~ \,,th~t' he had fulfilled his purpose and 
had justified his talent--the gift of a kind and generous 
Make~,) Few of his contemporaries, with the possible exception 
of Dryden, were able to suffici ently di vorce party sentiment 
from literary taste so a s to accord the poem its full measure 
of acclaim. Butf Mil ton knew that he r.a d t ouched a lofty 
peak beyond the reach of ordinary men. He had kept himself 
pure and had made of his life a poem. As a result, the 
celestial powers had r evealed to him things invisible to 
the sight of ordinary mor t als . He had carried the banner 
of truth, and he had kept fa ith with himself and with his 
vocation. / Now with a majestic si gh, he presents his case 
to his Creator with the satisfaction of one who emerges 
from battle the victor: 
Servant of God, well done, well hast thou fought 
The better fight, who singly has maintained 
Against revolted multitudes the Cause 
Of Truth, in word mightier than they in arms; 
And for the testimonies of Truth hast borne 
Universal reproac h, far worse to beare 
Then violence : for t his was all thy care 
To stand approv 'd in ~ight of God , though Worlds 
Judg'd thee perver s e .~ 




It was, indeed, a bent of nature with roots drawing 
from a deeper stratum of character than any act of reasoned 
will which fixed and sustained }!:ilton's purpose. This 
deeper stratum of charact er was his belief in the high 
mission and purpose whj_ch he considered his by sacred endow-
ment. Through the influence of this belief, he was able 
to set up the standards of morality an~ culture which he 
thought becoming to a great poet , and then to proceed, 
deliberately and conclustvely, to attain them. That he 
had such notions of loft y achievement is not worthy of 
particular mention, for m8ny have dreamed dreams; but that 
he regulated his life so tiat every s:e n led to the ulti-
mate goal of · .. igh accomplishment and t r.at he succeeded in 
the fulfillment of his fondest ambit1ons makes worthwhile 
an analysis of the sense of vocation which furnished the 
motive for his actions. 
The outstanding f eature of tr.is grea t life was the unity 
of purpose. Though Milton 1 s literary works fall into three 
periods--his early poems . hi s prose works, and his later 
poems--his purpose was cc~stant and the events of his life 
connect and explain the change from one period to another. 
What distinguishes Milt on from the crowd of young ambition 
is the constancy of this rGs olve. He not only nourished it 
through manhood, this drec,m of his youth, keeping it under 
the most importunate circums tances whic h often carry off 
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most ambitions into the oursuit of place , profit, and honor, 
but he carried out his dream in its integrity in old age. 
He formed himself for this accomplishment and no other. Study 
at home, travel abroad, political service, public service, 
the practice of the domestic virtues, were all so many phases 
of the divine manifestation which culminated in the execution 
of Paradise Lost. His life was as a stately and imposing 
structure, nobly planned from the beginning and nobly executed 
to the last harmonious detail of t he or i ginal design. His 
character was almost c ompletely without blemish, his aspirations 
pure and lofty, his courage undaunted, and his intellectual 
vigor and power almost without parallel . Wordsworth has 
spoken truly of him: 
Thy soul was l i:~,-. ZJ star , and dwelt apart; 
Thy hadst a voic0 whose sound wa s like the sea; 
Pure as the na ken heavens~ maj es tic, free, 
So didst thou tl"a vel on life's c ornmon way 
In cheerful godliness .l 
Like his own Para d:L~5: I.:22.! , he appears in titanic pro-
portions and independent loneliness a s the most impressive 
figure in English Li teratnre . He is c al led by some the 
sublimest poet of all times. And Dryden, who lived in 
his shadow, has furnished his tomb with a fitting epitaph: 
Three ~nets, in t hree distant ages born, 
Greece, Italy , and England did adorn. 
The first in loftiness of thought surpassed; 
The next in me j8sty; in beth the last. 
The force of na tu:re could no fur ther go: 
To make a thirc , s he joined the other two. 
1 William Wordswor t h, ;,'. i l ton, Thou Shouldest Be Living 
At This Hour, 1. 9-13. 
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